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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Have you got nards big enough
to take on the ultimate quiz about Fred Dekker s fantastic The Monster Squad? If you want to join
the club, you re going to have to pass the test! Featuring over 200 questions including bonus
sections on Dracula, Frankenstein, Werewolf and Universal Monster movies. Plus the BRAND NEW
Killian H. Gore short story Creature Food inspired by The Monster Squad. So if you re a fan of the
movie, why not take the goddamn quiz!? The Monster Squad is the perfect fusion of classic kids
adventure and creature-feature. A spellbinding tale of childhood and monsters that is equally
suspenseful and charming. As a kid, this film captured my imagination like no other. It was my
gateway drug to all things horror and fantasy, so I can t wait to see if I pass the Squad initiation with
this bitchin quiz book! - DAN PALMER The Monster Squad is pure 80 s movie heaven. What other
movie brings together Dracula, The Mummy, The Wolfman and Frankenstein! Killian H. Gore has
done it again...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I have read through and i also am confident that i will likely to study again once again in the future. I am
very happy to tell you that here is the best pdf i have read through in my personal existence and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Mabelle Tillman
This publication will be worth purchasing. It typically is not going to cost a lot of. Its been designed in an exceptionally straightforward way and it is just
following i finished reading through this pdf through which actually changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Irving Roob
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